
power one ACCU plus

Energy on the move –

to keep your hearing tip-top.
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power one ACCU plus
Rechargeable hearing aid 

batteries.

Your requirements 
You want hearing aid batteries that you can

depend on and that are extremely powerful.

power one ACCU plus batteries are high-perform-

ance batteries based on NiMH technology. They

are extremely reliable and are high-quality prod-

ucts.



Your contribution to the environment 
Our fast-charging batteries are also an ideal

choice for the environment. Using rechargeable

hearing aid batteries helps the environment. 

power one batteries are available in sizes

p13 accu, p312 accu, p10 accu, and p675 accu.

They can be used in all correspondingly-sized

hearing aids.



power one ACCU plus
meets your expectations: 

Stainless steel housing provides high stability

and reliable corrosion protection 

High-quality nanotechnology surface coating

provides unique, added corrosion resistance,

even with extreme sweating

Unrestricted functionality in the widest variety

of environmental conditions

Environmentally-friendly technology

0% mercury, 0% lead, 0% cadmium

Fast-charging with power one pocketcharger or

pencharger
No memory effect

Made in Germany



Convenient packaging 
power one ACCU plus is supplied in packaging

that is easy to handle and that keeps your batter-

ies safe: 

Practical rotating tray makes it easy to remove

the batteries from the case.

Maximum product protection with quality seal.

Batteries are kept safe thanks to recloseable clip.

Easily visible colour coding.

Use of environmentally-friendly PET and card-

board.



power one quick-charger 

on the move.

pencharger – 
mobile quick-charger
You can use the power one pencharger to charge

type p13accu, p312accu and p10 accu NiMH

batteries. The charge current is delivered by two

AAA (LR03) round cell batteries. The charger can

thus be operated without a local power source.

The pencharger is controlled by a microprocessor

and, when closed, charges power one batteries

that are correctly inserted into it automatically

within five hours. The AAA power supply batter-

ies are inserted into the bottom of the charger.



pocketcharger – 
the credit-card style quick-charger 
The power one pocketcharger system is suitable

for charging one or two rechargeable power one
ACCU plus hearing aid batteries. Depending on

the choice of battery compartment insert, you

can charge batteries of type p13accu, p312accu

or p10accu. These different inserts are included

in the scope of delivery.

The pocketcharger is powered by a rechargeable

lithium polymer battery and does not require a

power outlet. Discharged batteries are completely

charged within just 2.5 hours (varies according to

battery type). A refresh safety function first dis-

charges batteries that are partially charged, thus

improving their durability.



power one 675charger – 
a robust charging system
The power one 675charger is for charging one or

two rechargeable power one ACCU plus type

p675 accu hearing aid batteries. 

Discharged batteries are fully charged within five

hours. To improve cell durability, partially-

charged batteries are automatically discharged

before the charging process.



Contact only possible 

on top and bottom.

User-friendly pocketcharger, pencharger and

675charger quick-chargers are power one prod-

ucts – and are therefore reliable and safe.

Please note: 
We recommend using rechargeable power one
ACCU plus batteries with the pocketcharger, pen-

charger and 675charger. 
Do not store ACCU plus batteries in a discharged

state.

When using for the first time, fully discharge

power one batteries in the hearing aid before

placing them in the charger.
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All power one batteries are made in Ellwangen,

Germany, and are subjected to strict safety and

quality checks.

www.powerone-batteries.com


